
YOUR NOTES

ADD EXTRA DETAILS

HERE TO HELP US e.g. 

 TARGET WEIGHT OR

HANDLE SIZE ETC

Service Price 

Full Handle and Blade Repair + £54.99
Refurb + Adjustment service handle and blade

Re-handle and Blade Repair + £52.99
Refurb

Blade Repair + Refurbishment + £45.99
Weight/Profile Adjustment

Full Blade Repair and Refurb £37.99

Re-handle / handle refit £34.99

Blade weight reduction/profile £34.99 Reduce weight/change balance point 
change + Clean up with general clean/relabel

Cosmetic Blade service £29.99

Pre Prep/Knocking In service £24.99

Handle shape/size adjustment £20.99

PAYMENT - A pro-forma invoice

or payment link will be sent when

the work nears completion.

GRIPS (NUMBER/COLOUR) POSTAGE - if not collecting

the bat(s) from our factory it is

£7.50 to return to you by 

courier (£8.99 for 2 or more bats)

SPECIFY LABELS - GN BATS ONLY

LABELS - NON GN BATS ONLY

NAME:
ADDRESS & POSTCODE:

EMAIL:
PHONE:

BLANK BLADECLASSIC REFURB LABELS

PROTECTOE rubber toe guard

FIBREGLASS EDGE TAPE

SCUFF SHEET clear face cover

TUFTOE protective fabric toe wrap

*SORBO FOAM with 1 grip only - reduces vibration and thickens handle

              http://www.gray-nicolls.co.uk

should the bat worked on not last 5 months after return to you - contact us for further details (or use the link above to view full Ts and Cs)

GRIPS & LABELS - We do all we can to accommodate specific label/grip requests, but where this is not possible, we will
supply the most suitable alternatives we have available at our discretion. We are unable to  change the grade of the bat.

PERSONAL DETAILS 

SET FINISH -1 GRIP, SCUFF SHEET & PROTECTOE                     LABELS/GRIP AT GN DISCRETION

CUSTOM FINISH SPECIFY BELOW ---  £3.00 PER EXTRA GRIP - (1st or Sorbo+1 free , max 3) 

Service summary

Blade stripped, cracks sealed, cleaned 
and re-labelled

guarantee an exact match to all requests - all work is limited by the initial size/shape of the bat. Grips will add approx 1.5ozs each.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION  - PLEASE READ CAREFULLY BEFORE PROCEEDING - Full terms and conditions online http://tiny.cc/gnworkshop

TIMESCALES - Services usually completed within 7-14 days from receipt. Unpredictable spikes in demand and variances in the work required
may sometimes extend this period. Please allow 7 days after despatch for any follow up enquiries. Express Service options available online.

GUARANTEES - The lifespan of a bat is not  guaranteed by Gray-Nicolls after servicing - however, we will offer a discount code to use online 

PLEASE DO NOT SEND IN BAT COVERS AS WE ARE UNABLE TO ENSURE THEY WILL BE RETURNED 

PRICES ON THIS FORM DO NOT INCLUDE RETURN SHIPPING CHARGES OF £7.50/£8.99 (courier collection + return options online)

WEIGHT/PROFILE ADJUSTMENTS - All adjustment work is applied at the discretion of our bat makers. It is not possible to 

***** ALL SERVICES INCLUDE FITTINGS & OILING EXCEPT HANDLE ONLY OPTIONS   *****

Part hand and machine knocking in 
process, oiled + scuff sheet and toe guard

Strip handle, adjust shape, thickness or 
shorten to preference - rebind/grip

Blade stripped, buffed/cleaned and
 re-labelled with new grips (no repairs)

All repair and  adjustment work on your 

All handle/blade work except for weight 
and profile adjustments

No handle work - blade repaired/cleaned
with weight reduction/profile change

Damaged handle replaced or re-secured + grip
no blade repair or refurb work (splice labels only)

Gray-Nicolls Bat Servicing
Station Road, Robertsbridge,
East Sussex TN32 5DH
gnworkshop@gray-nicolls.co.uk
01580 880357

1. Select a service (mark box in price column)
2. Select finish (Set or Custom)
3. Include specifics  in the notes section (on right)
4. Fill in personal/contact details and check terms.

Scan here for online 
booking/payment,
express options, 
discounts and courier 
collection services

OR

http://www.gray-nicolls.co.uk/
http://www.gray-nicolls.co.uk/

